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ABOUT ME

▸ Mobile Wrangler @ Automattic 

▸ Mainly work on the WordPress IOS app for Automattic 

▸ Working on mobile since 2002 and on WordPress since 
2008 

▸ Background on agency work with a big focus on 
publishing on the last years
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ABOUT WORDPRESS IOS APP

▸ The app used the XML-RPC for a long time… 

▸ Last year started to use WordPress.com REST API 

▸ But we still need to support XML-RPC because of self 
hosted sites 

▸ Very keen to drop XML-RPC for WP-API as soon as 
possible
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WHY USE WORDPRESS AS YOU CMS?

▸ My first project on iOS was an hotel folio app 

▸ The app itself was done in 1 month 

▸ The custom CMS took 3 months to get it right!
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WHAT WORDPRESS OFFERS

▸ Already has a good visual editor 

▸ Content categories allow grouping/sections of content 

▸ Dynamic and more static contents: post vs pages 

▸ Able to handle media: photos and video 

▸ Easy to expand with new fields 

▸ User permissions/authentication already sorted 

▸ And now a REST API is included!
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BRIEF STORY OF WORDPRESS API’S

▸ XML-RPC 

▸ JSON API, a plugin available since 2009 

▸ WordPress.com API, available since 2012 and can be used 
in self-hosted sites trough jetpack 

▸ WP-API: The future core API
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WHY USE WP REST API?

▸ XML-RPC format wasn’t very easy to handle 

▸ Feature rich 

▸ Easy to extend 

▸ Following a very standard approach to REST 

▸ In the future it’s going to be part of the Core (as soon as 
possible we hope!).
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WHAT WE ARE GOING TO BUILD

▸ App to show work and portfolio, based on a existing site done in WordPress 

▸ Four sections 

▸ About (Page) 

▸ Blog (Posts) 

▸ Portfolio (Posts) 

▸ Applications (Page) 

▸ One contact form 

▸ All this information can be obtained trough the REST API
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TOOLS AND LIBRARIES

▸ Install the WP REST API Plugin on your site 

▸ Apple Developer Account 

▸ Xcode 

▸ Swift 

▸ Alamofire, cool network library with good support for 
REST, JSON and serialization
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LET’S START

▸ Create a new app using the Tabs 
template 

▸ Configure the 4 sections 

▸ Add a Icon 

▸ Still very sparse
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LET’S GET SOME DATA

▸ Create a WordPressRESTAPI class using AlamoFire 

▸ Use the PAGES/ID endpoint 

import Alamofire 

public class WordPressRESTAPI { 

    let siteURL = NSURL(string: "https://sergio.com/wp-json/
wp/v2/")! 
     
    public lazy var manager: Alamofire.Manager = { 
        return Alamofire.Manager() 
    }() 
}
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RETRIEVE PAGE ENDPOINT

func retrieve(id id:Int, success: (Page) -> (), failure: (NSError) -> ()) {
    let requestPath = baseURL.URLByAppendingPathComponent("pages/\(id)")
    manager.request(.GET, requestPath)
           .validate()
           .responseJSON { (response) -> Void in
              switch response.result {
                case .Success(let value): 
                 do {

            let jsonPage = value as? [String:AnyObject]
                         let page = try self.parseJSONPage(jsonPage)
                         success(page
                 } catch let error as NSError {
                     failure(error)
                }
                case .Failure(let error):
                    failure(error)
                }
    }
}
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CONTENT IS HTML

▸ So HTML tags can be there 

▸ HTML Entitities 

▸ Tables 

▸ Images 

▸ etc.. 

▸ How to display it?
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HOW TO DISPLAY THE CONTENT?

▸ If text only you can use a plain UITextView 

▸ If you have simple HTML (strong, italic, underscore,..) you 
can use NSAttributedString to parse it and display.  

▸ If your content is going to be full HTML with no 
restrictions, use a WKWebView
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USING A  WEB VIEW

▸ Looks better, HTML is parsed 

▸ Links and images show properly 

▸ But not proper styling is applied 

▸ And you can zoom in and out of 
the content
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LET’S USE A HTML TEMPLATE

<html>
    <head>
    <meta name = "viewport" content = "width 
= device-width; initial-scale=1.0; maximum-
scale=1.0; user-scalable=no"\>
        <style>#_STYLE_PLACEHOLDER_#</
style>
    </head>
    <body>
        <h1>#_TITLE_PLACEHOLDER_#</h1>
        #_BODY_PLACEHOLDER_#
    </body>
</html>
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WHAT CSS TO USE FOR STYLING?

▸ Just copy and paste you theme css to 
a local file in the app 

▸ In the future if the API makes available 
the themes css you could even copy it 
on the fly from the network 

▸ Or if you cannot wait just extend the 
API. 

▸ We are still missing some of the native 
elements but that can be styled locally 
using some values copied from the css
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WHAT ABOUT WORK AND BLOG SECTION?

▸ Use the POSTS endpoint 

▸ Filtering by category 

▸ For blog we use the “blog” 
category 

▸ For the portfolio section we use the 
“portfolio” category
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CODE FOR LIST POSTS WITH FILTER BY CATEGORY

func list(category category:String? = nil, perPage:Int = 100, page:Int = 1, 
          success: ([Post]) -> (), failure: (NSError) -> ()) {
        let requestPath = baseURL.URLByAppendingPathComponent("posts")
        var parameters: [String:AnyObject] = ["per_page":perPage, "page":page]
        if let category = category {
            parameters["filter[category_name]"] = category
        }
        manager.request(.GET, requestPath, parameters:parameters)
               .validate()
               .responseJSON { (response) -> Void in
                    switch response.result {
                    case .Success(let value):                        
                       var parsedPosts:[Post] = Array<Post>()
                        do {
                             listOfPosts = value as? Array<[String:AnyObject]>
                             parsedPosts.reserveCapacity(listOfPosts.count)
                             for jsonPost in listOfPosts {
                                try parsedPosts.append(self.parseJSONPost(jsonPost))
                             }
                             success(parsedPosts)
                        } catch let error as NSError {
                            failure(error)
                        }
                    case .Failure(let error):
                        failure(error)
                    }
                }
    }
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DISPLAY A POST

▸ To display the posts content we 
just use the same template we 
used for page 

▸ But you could have different 
templates according to your post 
format or page templates
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WHAT ABOUT MEDIA?

▸ For media embedded inside the 
content if you are using a web view 
it will be displayed in place 

▸ For things like featured images you 
will need to use the MEDIA 
endpoint 

▸ Or you can use the _embed 
parameter and get that info on the 
POSTS
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CODE FOR RETRIEVING MEDIA

func retrieve(id: Int, success:(Media) -> (), failure:(NSError) -> ()){
    let requestPath = baseURL.URLByAppendingPathComponent("media/\(id)")
    manager.request(.GET, requestPath)
           .validate()
           .responseJSON { (response) -> Void in
                switch response.result {
                case .Success(let value):
                   do {

          jsonDictionary = value as? [String:AnyObject]
                        let post = try self.parseJSON(jsonDictionary)
                        success(post)
                    } catch let error as NSError {
                        failure(error)
                    }                  
                case .Failure(let error):
                    failure(error)
                }
        }
    }
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WHAT ABOUT CONTACT

▸ We will need to upload data to the 
server 

▸ This can be done using a POST 
request 

▸ For contact we are going to use the 
COMMENTS endpoint 

▸ Each contact will be a comment on 
specific contact page.
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COMMENTS POST CODE

func create(comment: Comment, success: (Comment) -> (), failure: (NSError) -> ()) {
    let requestPath = baseURL.URLByAppendingPathComponent("comments")
    manager.request(.POST, requestPath, parameters: self.serializeJSON(comment), encoding:.JSON)
           .validate()
           .responseJSON { (response) -> Void in
              switch response.result {
              case .Success(let value):
                  do {
                      let jsonDictionary = value as? [String:AnyObject]                        
                      let result = try self.parseJSON(jsonDictionary)
                      success(result)
                  } catch let error as NSError {
                      failure(error)
              }                    
              case .Failure(let error):
                   failure(error)
              }
           }
}

func serializeJSON(item:Comment) -> [String:AnyObject] {
        return [
            "id":item.id,
            "post": item.postID,
            "content":item.content,
            "author_name":item.authorName,
            "author_email":item.authorEmail
        ]
}



READY TO SHIP!
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THINGS WE DIDN’T TALK ABOUT

▸ Pagination 

▸ Synchronisation  

▸ Custom data 

▸ Cache/Offline mode 

▸ Authentication 

▸ Security
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PAGINATION

▸ How to get the total number of pages? 

▸ They are returned on the header of the response using 
the X-WP-Total and X-WP-TotalPages 

▸ If you use an a authenticated client you can go around this, 
but not really recommended for big sites.
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SYNCHRONISATION 

▸ You don’t need to sync all posts/pages every time 

▸ Use date_gmt and date_modified_gmt for any kind of sync 
options.  The other date fields are depending of the site 
timezone. This can change without the app being aware. 

▸ Order results using the filter parameter like this: 
filter[orderby]=modified. 
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CUSTOM DATA

▸ What happens if you need to add extra fields to your 
system. For example location data 

▸ Use meta fields 

▸ And then retrieve the information using the META 
endpoint 

▸ Be aware that at moment, by default, meta fields are only 
available to authenticated clients. 
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CACHE / OFFLINE MODE

▸ Set a good sized file cache on your URL system 

▸ Cache requests answers locally 

▸ Bundle the app with a cache of the main requests  

▸ Images used in stylesheet or template should be cached 
locally also 

▸ If needed go for SQLite or CoreData
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AUTHENTICATION

▸ By default WP-API only comes with Cookie Authentication  

▸ But you can  add other methods via plugins 

▸ Basic Auth, good for development but not for production 

▸ OAuth1, good when you don’t have a HTTPS connection 

▸ OAuth2, good if you have an SSL certificate for HTTPS 
connections 

▸ Custom one: you better know what you are doing!
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SECURITY

▸ Even if you are using OAuth it doesn’t make your request 
secure 

▸ This can only be solved by buy and configuring a proper SSL 
certificate 

▸ By default iOS apps are now required to use HTTPS/SSL 
communication 

▸ There is a way to turn off this behaviour for specific domains: 
“App Transport Security Settings” in you Info.plist file



QUESTIONS ?
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LINKS

▸ Code repo: 

▸ https://github.com/SergioEstevao/Portfolio 

▸ Jack Lenox Building Themes using the WP REST API Introduction:  

▸ http://jacklenox.com/2015/03/30/building-themes-with-the-
wp-rest-api-wordcamp-london-march-2015/ 

▸ Tim Nash Authentication Example post  

▸ https://timnash.co.uk/wordpress-rest-api-authentication-
examples/


